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S U M M A R Y

Objective: First, to make an inventory of activity limitations commonly reported by knee osteoarthritis (OA) pa-
tients undergoing multidisciplinary rehabilitation. Second, to evaluate treatment outcome using the Patient
Specific Functional Scale (PSFS) and compare it to the Western Ontario and McMasters Universities Osteoarthritis
Index physical function subscale (WOMAC-pf).
Design: An observational study with assessments before and immediately after multidisciplinary rehabilitation.
Five hundred and thirteen patients used the PSFS, a patient-reported tool to identify activity limitations and score
the patient's ability to perform the activity on an 11-point Numeric Rating Scale (NRS), to report three activities in
which they were limited. Frequencies and percentages of their highest-prioritized activity were calculated and
categorized according to the International Classification of Functioning, Disability, and Health (ICF). Paired-
samples T-tests were used to analyze the change in ability to perform the activities. Effect sizes of PSFS and
WOMAC-pf were compared.
Results: Most patients indicated limitations in walking, walking up/down stairs, prolonged standing, and standing
up from a chair. Following these common activities, 26 different activities were identified. The majority of these
highest-prioritized activities fell under the first-level ICF category of Mobility. The ability to perform all activities
significantly improved after treatment. Effect sizes ranged between 0.60 and 0.97 and were greater than the effect
size of the WOMAC-pf (0.41).
Conclusion: Knee OA patients who undergo multidisciplinary rehabilitation exhibit improvements in performing
daily activities. The PSFS is a valuable tool to evaluate patient-specific activity limitations and seems to capture
improvements in activity limitations beyond the WOMAC-pf.
1. Introduction

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a common, degenerative, and debilitating dis-
ease, recognized as a top cause of disability in older adults [1]. Eighty
percent of those with OA experience movement impairments and 25%
cannot perform activities of daily life [2]. Of the joints frequently
affected by this disease, OA in the hip and knee poses the greatest burden
on the individual. These joints are large weight-bearing joints, which
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International (OARSI). Published
translates to a high degree of disability in terms of reduced mobility and
limitations with activities of daily living, which is associated with a
substantial and persistent reduction in physical functioning [3,4]. In the
Netherlands, recommended conservative treatment for hip or knee OA is
via a stepped-care approach, starting with a combination of patient ed-
ucation and medication, transitioning to exercise and diet therapy and
medication, and ending with multidisciplinary rehabilitation when
necessary [5].
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At the core of a multidisciplinary rehabilitation program is the
patient's treatment goal, or what the patient seeks to achieve with the
guidance of the health professionals. One recommended assessment tool,
the Patient Specific Functional Scale (PSFS), can support the patient's
treatment goal by identifying and prioritizing the patient's activity lim-
itations [6]. The PSFS is a patient-specific tool in which a patient can
indicate and prioritize several activity limitations as a result of the
impairment, and can score the activities on an 11-point scale of perfor-
mance [7]. The patient's treatment goal, the PSFS assessment, and the
health professionals' further assessments of the patient are translated to
more specified treatment goals through a shared decision-making process
between the patient and clinician(s). The patient-specific treatment goals
are then incorporated into an individualized multidisciplinary rehabili-
tation program.

As the PSFS is a patient-specific tool with good psychometric prop-
erties in patients with knee dysfunction and is directly related to goal-
oriented multidisciplinary rehabilitation, it is a sound measurement
tool to evaluate the effectiveness of multidisciplinary rehabilitation [8,
9]. Despite this link, the effect of multidisciplinary rehabilitation on knee
OA patients measured by the PSFS is unknown. The PSFS might also
capture activity limitations not otherwise captured by disease-specific
tools: it may therefore be a valuable tool to measure the effects of
goal-oriented multidisciplinary rehabilitation. Although it is established
that knee OA patients experience activity limitations, there is to date, no
inventory of the most common patient-reported activity limitations that
these patients face [10,11]. The International Classification of Func-
tioning, Disability, and Health (ICF) can be used to universally describe
such activities [12]. Research using the PSFS to evaluate exercise therapy
as a part of multidisciplinary rehabilitation is mainly conducted after
total knee arthroplasty [13,14]. Thus, studies using the PSFS as a primary
outcome measure in knee OA patients following multidisciplinary reha-
bilitation are lacking.

Therefore, the first objective of this study was to make an inventory of
the activity limitations that individuals with knee OA commonly face and
prioritize as important to improve, and to categorize these activities ac-
cording to broader taxonomic domains using the ICF. The second
objective was to determine the outcome of patient-specific multidisci-
plinary rehabilitation on activity limitations as measured by the PSFS in
patients with knee OA, and to compare these outcomes with the out-
comes of the commonly-used Western Ontario and McMasters Univer-
sities Osteoarthritis Index physical function subscale (WOMAC-pf).

2. Methods

2.1. Study design

The study was an observational study, using measurements at base-
line (T0) and immediately following completion of the multidisciplinary
rehabilitation program (T1). Individual diagnosis and evaluation were
the primary purpose of the measurements. In addition, data have been
stored anonymously for evaluation of OA team care on a group level from
2009 to 2019. According to Dutch law, using data from routine health
care for scientific purposes is permitted, as approved by the medical
ethical committee of the Slotervaart hospital and Reade (U/2782/0851).

2.2. Patients

Patients included were from the Amsterdam OA (AMS-OA) cohort,
which consisted of individuals with hip and/or knee OA who were
referred to Reade, outpatient center for Rehabilitation and Rheumatology
in Amsterdam, the Netherlands [15–17]. Patients in this cohort did not
have rheumatoid arthritis or inflammatory arthritis and did not undergo
joint arthroplasty. Patients within the AMS-OA cohort who were included
in this study were those diagnosed with knee OA by a physician or ac-
cording to American College of Rheumatology (ACR) criteria and under-
went exercise therapy as a part of Reade's multidisciplinary rehabilitation
2

program. For the first objective of this study, patients with complete
pre-treatment PSFS measurements from 2009 to 2019 were included.
Reade began collecting follow-up PSFS data in 2013: patients included for
the second objective were therefore those who underwent treatment
starting in 2013 and had pre- and post-treatment PSFS measurements.

2.3. Intervention

The included patients underwent a multidisciplinary rehabilitation
program that was tailored to the specific treatment goals of each patient.
Exercise therapy, a central component of the program, was conducted at
Reade with a qualified physiotherapist under the coordination of a
rehabilitation physician. The exercise therapy programs were based on
the activities identified in the PSFS and adapted to each patient to
determine the frequency, intensity, and duration of exercise. Patients
attended one 60-min session or two 30-min sessions per week and were
prescribed at-home exercises initially conducted on a daily basis and later
progressed to higher intensity exercises 2–4 times per week. When
indicated, a rheumatologist, podiatrist, occupational therapist, social
worker, and/or psychologist were consulted for additional interventions.
The overall rehabilitation program aimed at decreasing pain, decreasing
limitations in activities, improving quality of life, and reducing the
overall burden of disease on the patient.

2.4. Measurements

2.4.1. Descriptive measures
Patients were assessed according to an examination protocol to

collect demographic, clinical, radiographic, biomechanical, and psycho-
social factors relating to the disease. The following descriptives were
collected: age, sex, Body Mass Index (BMI), OA severity (Kellgren &
Lawrence score, K/L), number of comorbidities (Cumulative Illness
Rating Scale, CIRS), average left and right upper leg peak muscle strength
(isokinetic dynamometry), self-reported physical functioning (subscale
of Western-Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index,
WOMAC), average knee pain within the previous week (Numeric Pain
Rating Scale, NPRS), and level of anxiety and/or depression (Hospital
Anxiety and Depression Scale, HADS).

2.4.2. Primary outcome measure
The PSFS is a self-reported tool used to describe a patient's activity

limitations. Patients were provided with a Dutch PSFS which included a
list of 30 activities adapted from Beurskens et al. and were asked to
indicate all activities that he or she was limited in performing within the
previous week [18,19]. Patients were also able to indicate any additional
activities in the “other” section. The patient prioritized their three most
important activity limitations; the most important was defined in this
study as PSFS1, the second as PSFS2, and the third as PSFS3. The patient
then rated these activities on a numeric rating scale (NRS) ranging from
0 to 10, where 0 indicates no limitations in performing the activity and
10 indicates that performing the activity is impossible (NRS perfor-
mance). In a population with knee dysfunction, the minimal detectable
change (MDC) for NRS is 2.5 points per activity, and 1.5 points for the
average of the three prioritized activities (PSFSaverage) when analyzing
the data in a group-based context [9].

2.4.3. Secondary outcome measure
The Dutch WOMAC-pf (17 items), a valid and reliable tool, was used

to assess activity limitations related to OA of the lower limb [20,21].
Each item is answered on a Likert scale of 0–4, with a total subscale score
ranging from 0 to 68. The raw score is standardized with the following
equation: [(68 - raw score) *100]/68. Higher scores indicate more ac-
tivity limitations. Missing items were imputed with the corrected item
mean [22]. The minimal detectable change (MDC), or the smallest
change detected by a measuring tool that is related to a noticeable change
not due to measurement error for all WOMAC sections in knee OA
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patients after 2 months is 14.1 points (on a scale of 0–100) [23]. The
minimal clinically important difference (MCID) for the WOMAC-pf is an
11.25 point change from the baseline score [24].

2.5. Statistical analysis

All analyses were performed using SPSS, version 24 (SPSS Inc, Chi-
cago, IL). Means, standard deviations, frequencies and percentages were
calculated to describe the population.

For the first objective, the frequencies and percentages of each
patient's highest prioritized activity limitation (PSFS1) from the PSFS
questionnaire were calculated and categorized according to the ICF in
order to cluster similar activities for analysis. The frequencies and per-
centages of the ICF activity categories were calculated.

For the second objective, the change in performance of the PSFS ac-
tivities (as measured by an 11-point NRS) following rehabilitation was
analyzed in two ways. First, after checking the normality of the data and
establishing it was normally distributed, paired-samples T-tests were
used to analyze the change in difficulty of the three prioritized activities
individually and averaged together (PSFS1, PSFS2, PSFS3, and
Fig. 1. Patient

3

PSFSaverage). Second, paired-samples T-tests were used to analyze the
change in difficulty of the most frequently-reported specific activities. In
each instance, effect sizes were calculated using the equation for stan-
dardized mean difference between pre- and post-treatment. The magni-
tude of effect sizes was designated according to the guidelines proposed
by Cohen [25]. Themagnitude of the effect size of PSFS1 was additionally
compared to the effect size of the WOMAC-pf.

3. Results

3.1. Patient selection

Between 2009 and April 2019, 563 patients of the AMS-OA cohort (in
total N ¼ 1050 at the moment of the study) with knee OA underwent
multidisciplinary rehabilitation guided by the multidisciplinary OA team
at Reade. The other 487 patients in the AMS-OA cohort either underwent
multidisciplinary rehabilitation with a diagnosis other than knee OA or
underwent treatment as part of a randomized controlled exercise trial. Of
the 563 patients who underwent OA team rehabilitation, 50 patients
were missing crucial data and were therefore excluded for analysis. Five
selection.



Table 2
ICF first level and second level activity categorization [12].

ICF First Level ICF Second Level Corresponding PSFS Activity

Mobility (Chapter 4) Changing body
positions (d410)

Getting out of bed, standing up
from a chair, sitting in a chair,
getting in/out of a car, bending
over while standing, bending
and twisting back, picking an
object up from the ground,
standing from the floor, squat
to stand, kneel to stand

Maintaining body
positions (d415)

Lying in bed, prolonged sitting,
standing, prolonged standing,
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hundred and thirteen patients had complete PSFS data at baseline: this
subpopulation was analyzed for objective one. One hundred and twenty-
three patients underwent treatment since follow-up PSFS data started to
be collected in 2013, and 121 patients had complete PSFS data at base-
line and follow-up: this subpopulation was analyzed for objective two
(see Fig. 1).

Baseline characteristics of both samples are displayed in Table 1. The
subpopulation with T0 PSFS data (n ¼ 513) is listed in the first column,
and the subpopulation with follow-up PSFS data (n ¼ 121) after the
multidisciplinary rehabilitation is listed in the second column. The sub-
population with T0 PSFS data (n¼ 513) and the subpopulation with both
T0 and T1 PSFS data exhibited comparable baseline characteristics.
prolonged bending,
maintaining a squat position,
maintaining a kneeling
position

Transferring oneself
(d420)

Rolling over in bed

Lifting and carrying
objects (d430)

Carrying an object, lifting an
object

Walking (d450) Walking, walking after
prolonged sitting

Moving around (d455) Running, walking up/down
stairs
3.2. Frequencies and categorization of activities: Objective 1

The activity limitation that patients reported in the PSFS question-
naire and prioritized as most important was categorized into groups ac-
cording to the first and second levels of the ICF (see Table 2). The
frequencies of the most important activities were calculated and are
displayed in Fig. 2 according to both first and second levels of the ICF (see
Fig. 2).
Table 1
Baseline characteristics for two subpopulations: patients that identified activity
limitations at T0 (n¼ 513), and patients that rated the activity limitations at T0&
T1 (n ¼ 121).

Variable Value (n ¼ 513) Value (n ¼ 121)

Agea (years) 61.08 � 10.21 60.67 � 10.20
Sexb (female) 367 (71.5%) 94 (77.7%)
BMIa (kg/m2) 30.40 � 6.17 32.08 � 6.00
Treatment duration (weeks) 30.17 � 14.70 32.06 � 14.10
Missing 378 (73.7%) 0 (0.0%)

Knee OAb (ACR-criteria diagnosis)
Unilateral knee 89 (17.3%) 21 (17.4%)
Bilateral knee 283 (55.2%) 73 (60.3%)
Missing 141 (27.5%) 27 (22.3%)

Radiographic severity Knee Rb

K/L grade 0-1 163 (31.7%) 39 (32.2%)
K/L grade 2 90 (17.5%) 8 (6.6%)
K/L grade 3 46 (9.0%) 6 (5.0%)
K/L grade 4 31 (6.0%) 4 (3.3%)
Missing 183 (35.7%) 64 (52.9%)

Radiographic severity Knee Lb

K/L grade 0-1 168 (32.7%) 43 (35.6%)
K/L grade 2 89 (17.3%) 7 (5.8%)
K/L grade 3 44 (8.6%) 3 (2.5%)
K/L grade 4 27 (5.3%) 4 (3.3%)
Missing 171 (33.3%) 64 (52.9%)

# Comorbiditiesb (CIRS-score �2)
0 98 (19.1%) 6 (5.0%)
1 126 (24.6%) 37 (30.6%)
�2 126 (24.6%) 30 (24.8%)
Missing 163 (31.8%) 48 (39.7%)

Upper leg muscle strengtha (Nm/kg)
Flexion 0.72 � 0.72 0.72 � 1.00
Extension 1.01 � 0.81 0.97 � 1.05
Missing 4 (0.8%) 1 (0.8%)

WOMAC PFS at baselinea 47.24 � 21.65 52.02 � 21.66
Missing 46 (9.0%) 13 (10.7%)

NPRS- Kneesa 5.85 � 2.14 6.24 � 2.08
Missing 74 (14.4%) 18 (14.9%)

HADSa

Anxiety 7.29 � 4.19 7.79 � 3.63
Depression 3.72 � 3.54 4.02 � 3.14
Missing 74 (14.4%) 17 (14.0%)

SD ¼ Standard Deviation; BMI ¼ body mass index; K/L ¼ Kellgren/Lawrence;
CIRS ¼ Cumulative Illness Rating Score; WOMAC PFS ¼ Western Ontario and
McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index Physical Functioning Subscale;
NPRS ¼ Numeric Pain Rating Scale; HADS ¼ Hospital Anxiety Depression Score.

a Mean � SD.
b Frequency (%).

Moving around in
different locations
(d460)

Walking in house, walking
inside

Driving (d475) Driving an automobile, biking
Using transportation
(d470)

Using public motorized
transportation

Self-care (Chapter 5) Dressing (d540) Putting on clothes
Domestic life (Chapter
6)

Household tasks, other
specified and
unspecified (d649)

Light housework, heavy
housework, domestic tasks

Caring for household
objects (d650)

Taking care of plants outdoors

Interpersonal
interactions &
relationships
(Chapter 7)

Intimate relationships
(d770)

Sexual activities

Major life areas
(Chapter 8)

Remunerative
employment (d850)

Executing work

Community, social, &
civic life (Chapter 9)

Recreation and leisure
(d920)

Socializing/going out,
performing hobbies,
performing sports, vacationing,
playing with children, arts and
culture

Religion and
spirituality (d930)

Praying multiple times per day

4

The four most frequently prioritized activities identified by the PSFS
were: walking (162/513, 31.6%), walking up and down stairs (68/513,
13.3%), prolonged standing (37/513, 7.2%) and standing up from a chair
(36/513, 7.0%). Following the four most commonly listed activities, 26
different activities were identified that comprised the remaining 210/
513, 41.0% of the population.

The majority of the activity limitations identified were classified
under the ICF first level of Mobility (454/513, 88.5%). The four most
frequently listed types of activity limitations when organized by ICF
second level categories were activities involving: walking (163/513,
31.8%), maintaining body positions (90/513, 17.5%), changing body
positions (80/513, 15.6%), and moving around (78/513, 15.2%).
Following the four most frequently listed second-level categories, 12
other categories were included that accounted for the remaining 102/
513, 19.9% of the population.
3.3. Change in PSFS post-treatment: Objective 2

After completion of treatment, which consisted of two or more dis-
ciplines for 87.5% of this population, there was a statistically significant
improvement in performance (NRS) of each activity at a 95% confidence



Fig. 2. The frequencies of the highest-prioritized activity limitations (PSFS1), arranged by the second-level classification of the ICF taxonomy. The total frequency and
percentage of the ICF category is displayed in the total bar. The specific activities in each ICF category and their frequencies are displayed underneath.
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interval: PSFS1 (d ¼ 0.82, large effect size), PSFS2 (d ¼ 0.97, large effect
size), PSFS3 (d ¼ 0.73, medium-large effect size), and the average of the
activities PSFSaverage (d¼ 1.02, large effect size). There was a statistically
significant improvement in performance (NRS) of the following most
frequently indicated specific activities, listed in either PSFS1, PSFS2, or
PSFS3: walking (PSFS walking, d¼ 0.82, large effect size) and walking up
or down the stairs (PSFS stairs, d ¼ 0.83, large effect size) (see Table 3).

WOMAC-pf scores (n ¼ 102) significantly decreased from before
treatment to after treatment, indicating a decrease in activity limitations.
The mean difference in WOMAC-pf scores was 8.65 with a 95% confi-
dence interval ranging from 5.39 to 11.91. The magnitude of the treat-
ment effect was small-medium (d ¼ 0.41).
5

4. Discussion

The first objective of this study was to make an inventory of patient-
specific prioritized activity limitations identified by the PSFS by knee OA
patients, and to categorize these activity limitations according to the ICF.
It was shown that, most broadly on the first level of the ICF, the most
common limitations were mobility limitations (454/513, 88.5%). More
specifically on the second level of the ICF, the most common limitations
were in performing types of activities that involved walking, maintaining
body positions, changing body positions, and moving around: 80.1% of
the population indicated limitations in these types of activities. The
actual PSFS activities most commonly listed were walking, walking up



Table 3
Outcomes pre-treatment (T0) and post-treatment (T1), and corresponding effect sizes (d).

Outcome Measure T0 T1 Mean Change 95% CI p value Effect Size (d)

PSFS1a NRS (n ¼ 121) 6.84 � 1.68 4.98 � 2.71 1.87 � 2.77 [1.37, 2.37 <0.001b 0.82
PSFS2a NRS (n ¼ 120) 7.19 � 1.75 5.08 � 2.52 2.11 � 2.70 [1.62, 2.60] <0.001b 0.97
PSFS3a NRS (n ¼ 118) 7.14 � 1.85 5.38 � 2.89 1.76 � 2.79 [1.25, 2.27] <0.001b 0.73
PSFSaveragea NRS (n ¼ 117) 7.03 � 1.34 5.18 � 2.19 1.84 � 2.16 [1.45, 2.24] <0.001b 1.02
PSFS walkinga NRS (n ¼ 74) 6.85 � 1.80 4.81 � 3.01 2.04 � 3.12 [1.31, 2.77] <0.001b 0.82
PSFS stairsa NRS (n ¼ 74) 7.08 � 1.79 5.27 � 2.52 1.81 � 4.46 [1.24, 2.38] <0.001b 0.83
WOMAC-pfa (n ¼ 102) 51.60 � 21.28 42.95 � 21.37 8.65 � 16.58 [5.39, 11.91] <0.001b 0.41

SD ¼ standard deviation; PSFS ¼ Patient Specific Functional Scale; NRS ¼ Numeric Rating Scale; ICF ¼ International Classification of Functioning, Disability, and
Health; WOMAC-pf ¼ Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index Physical Function Subscale.

a Mean � SD.
b Significant at 95% confidence interval (p < 0.001).
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and down stairs, prolonged standing, and standing up from a chair: 59%
of the population indicated these limitations as being their most impor-
tant activity limitation. The remaining 41% of the population identified
26 different activity limitations as their most important limitation to
improve with multidisciplinary rehabilitation. Thus, the inventory
showed that the majority of OA patients experienced limitations with
walking, but many patients also experienced specific activity limitations
that were reported with smaller frequencies. The large spread of activity
frequency indicates that activity limitations are indeed patient-specific.
In order for rehabilitation professionals to successfully identify these
specific activity limitations which ultimately shape rehabilitation goals
and planning, a patient-reported tool such as the PSFS is recommended.

The second objective of this study was to evaluate the effect of tailor-
made multidisciplinary rehabilitation on patient-specific prioritized ac-
tivity limitations as measured by the PSFS in patients with knee OA.
Individually tailored multidisciplinary rehabilitation improved patients'
functional ability according to the change in NRS of each PSFS activity
with medium-large and large effect sizes. Although the three PSFS ac-
tivities did not improve individually by the MDC (2.5 points on the NRS),
the average of the activities did improve by the MDC (1.5 points on the
NRS). When activity limitations were measured by WOMAC-pf, im-
provements after multidisciplinary rehabilitation were smaller (small-
medium effect sizes). WOMAC-pf may not be able to detect differences in
activity limitations as precisely as the PSFS since WOMAC-pf is
comprised of predetermined items. These items may include activity
limitations not treated in the individualized multidisciplinary rehabili-
tation program, and more importantly, these items may not incorporate
the patient's main activity limitation [13]. Additionally, most patients
had one or more comorbidities: disease-specific tools may be less
appropriate for such patients [26]. The PSFS can more specifically
measure a patient's limitations in activities as it gives the patient freedom
to identify their unique activity limitations and measure them in a sys-
tematic way. The PSFS is further emphasized as a recommended tool as it
possesses good psychometric properties in various populations and val-
idity when showing group-level change comparisons [8,27].

When interpreting the rehabilitation outcomes, it is important to
consider the specific patient population being analyzed. The patients
who underwent multidisciplinary rehabilitation had clinical complex-
ities, such as the presence of comorbidity, or unsuccessful treatment in
primary care. Over the 10-year span analyzed in this study, the
complexity of patients has increased, but the rehabilitation program has
been consistently centered around exercise therapy with treatment from
additional health professionals when indicated. This complex, hetero-
geneous group of OA patients, who require treatment from multiple
disciplines and often have comorbidities, is not representative of the
larger OA population, and may have influenced the magnitude of the
treatment results. Although research indicates that patients with
musculoskeletal disorders often improve by the MDC on the PSFS after
completing a primary care rehabilitation program in primary care, this
may not extend to secondary care treatment of complex patients with a
degenerative disease [28].
6

Patient progress can be evaluated according to different domains
including physical outcomes, patient perceptions, and patient goals.
Although progress has typically been evaluated by means of physical
outcomes, increasing emphasis is being placed on patient goal-setting
[25,29]. The process of shared decision making translates patient goals
into measurable treatment goals. Recent research has optimized patient
involvement in goal setting by using an adapted version of the PSFS [28].
Tools such as these are valuable as they aid in goal setting and measure
goal attainment. It is important to measure progress not just in terms of
disease-specific outcomes but also in terms of goal attainment, particu-
larly for those with chronic conditions and/or comorbidity, especially as
healthcare shifts towards value-based health care [25].

As the study shows that walking, walking up and down stairs, pro-
longed standing, and standing up from a chair are common activity
limitations reported by patients with knee OA in need of multidisci-
plinary rehabilitation, rehabilitation professionals and future research
can focus specifically on the most effective ways to target and improve
these activities. It is also important to note that alongside these common
activity limitations, is a wide variety of alternative limitations, albeit
with lesser frequencies. Rehabilitation healthcare providers must also
place emphasis on finding effective ways to target these unique activity
limitations in order to improve outcomes for all activity limitations.

Several limitations exist in this study. As mentioned, the complex
group of OA patients within the secondary care center is not represen-
tative of the larger OA population and therefore limits the generaliz-
ability of the results to similar populations. A second limitation is
regarding the specifics of the activity limitations, which were not
analyzed. In order to group activities, aspects of the activity which may
have made it more patient-specific were omitted. For example, many
patients identified having a limitation in walking, however the distance
which one could walk until the onset of the problem may vary greatly
between patients. The ability of the PSFS to capture this patient-specific
detail is one of the benefits of the tool. In addition, patients were pre-
sented with a list of activities that might be affected by their OA.
Although the list was comprehensive and patients had the opportunity to
provide their unique activity in the “other” section, this pre-defined list
can create a bias towards selecting one of the provided activities.
Furthermore, when the activity limitations were analyzed based on pri-
ority (PSFS1, PSFS2, PSFS3, or PSFSaverage), the change in performance
was analyzed across a wide range of different activities, making it diffi-
cult to interpret the change at the group level. The responsiveness of the
PSFS for those with knee OA needs to be established in future research, as
the most similar patient population in which the responsiveness of the
PSFS is established is those undergoing total knee arthroplasty [13].
Another limitation is the population size of patients with follow-up PSFS
data. This limitation was present because follow-up PSFS data were not
collected at Reade until 2013. Additionally, some variables were
incomplete as the data were collected in a clinical setting over a span of
10 years. Although some data were missing, the data collected in this
setting is valuable as it evaluates patients’ change in activity limitations
as a result of clinical care as opposed to being conducted in a trial setting.
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5. Conclusion

Patients with knee OA undergoing multidisciplinary rehabilitation
experience activity limitations which most commonly hinder their lives
in terms of walking, walking up and down stairs, prolonged standing, and
standing up from a chair, although many patients experience limitations
in performing more unique activities. These specific limitations are
important to identify before treatment as they can be used to structure
patient-specific treatment programs, used to set the goals of rehabilita-
tion, and used to evaluate goal attainment. Multidisciplinary rehabilita-
tion significantly reduces these activity limitations in highly complex
patients and the improvements are clinically relevant when the activities
are averaged together. The PSFS is a valuable tool as it identifies specific
activity limitations and captures improvements of these limitations;
therefore, it is advisable to use the PSFS in addition to other commonly
used patient-reported tools, such as WOMAC, in multidisciplinary reha-
bilitation OA settings.
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